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00:27:51 Agung Nugroho: Hi Jimmy, my name is Agung, I am from Indonesia and

currently finishing my Doctoral study at the University of Bristol. I would like to ask a

question regarding your data collection process. I learn that in the qualitative phase, you

interviewed the political elites in both countries. I was wondering why you did not interview

the academics in both countries.

I would assume that they will be the one of the main actors or stakeholders in the

development of internationalization in Singapore and Malaysia.

00:28:20 Agung Nugroho: I would also like to find out what have been the

consequences of these elites in the opportunities for locals to be academics in those

countries. Do they have this stratification (International elites and locals)? has this

stratification, if any, made problematic situations between academics there?

00:38:37 Simon Marginson: We welcome your questions or statements for Jimmy.

Please come forward in the Chat to join the Q&A, which will start soon

00:39:06 Victor Abrukov: Hello! My name is Victor Abrukov, I am from the

Republic of Chuvashia. Currently, I am engaged in the creation of multifactor computational

models of the educational process using artificial intelligence methods, in particular neural

networks. What do you think about the prospects of using neural networks to solve your

problems?

00:42:09 Glen Chatelier: Jimmy: while your study comments on the

predominant characteristics of both the case nations’ education agendas and strategies, can

you comment how and why you would argue that internationalization in both cases are

weak in innovation and more comfortable in recycling of education models in both East and

west inspirations while at the same time playing safe politically?

00:45:33 Glen Chatelier: Aye, Aye Sir Simon!!!

00:46:28 Nadiah Thanthawi: Hi Jimmy, im Nadiah, 2nd year phd student at

Cambridge Uni. Can you please clarify what you meant by ‘elite’ and ‘semi elite’?

00:48:09 MUTIA Alnimrat: Thank you



00:58:12 MUTIA Alnimrat: Would you tell us some of the criteria that help to

nominate a university as ultra meritocratic one ? Thank you. Dr. Mutia Alnimrat.Jordan

00:59:16 MUTIA Alnimrat: could you read my question Simon .Thanks.

01:07:40 CGHE Webinars: Thank you for joining us today. A recording of this

session will be posted on the CGHE site:

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/dynamics-of-the-internationalisation-o

f-higher-education-reconfiguration-of-training-and-the-making-of-elites-in-singapore-and-m

alaysia/

Our next webinar, Russian Universities in turbulent times: What we can learn from the

history of their internationalization? will take place on Tuesday from 2pm (UK). You can

register here:

https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/russian-universities-in-turbulent-times

-what-we-can-learn-from-the-history-of-their-internationalization/

01:16:38 Bernard Lee: Thanks a lot, Jimmy and Simon. This is a very inspiring

webinar!

01:16:54 Susan See Tho: Thank you!


